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IntroductionIntroduction

• Safety of transport packages and storage casks may be demonstrated by numerical 
calculation of load scenarios

– for transport given by the IAEA load cases
e.g. 9 m drop onto an essentially unyielding target

– for final disposal given by site-specific cask acceptance criteria
e.g. 5 m drop onto the hard rock ground of the storage facility

– for interim storage analyzed individually for each site (in Germany)

• Load scenarios are usually very complex because of the quantity of components 
involved and their interactions:

– reliable finite element (FE) models required
– adjustable parameters should be chosen most damaging for the cask

what kind of parameters: representative or conservative?

• Development of a finite element model can be separated into steps:
1. Transfer of load scenario into mathematical model

specification / idealization of geometrical and physical properties
2. Transfer of mathematical model into numerical model

Discretization in space and time
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Modeling StrategiesModeling Strategies

Reliable Finite Element Models
1. Identification of components 

2. Development of sub-models for the individual components
3. Correctness and plausibility of sub-models are checked.  Calculation results for 

simple load cases (parameter studies) are compared with known results.

Only a reduced number of components (two components as a rule) 
including their mechanical and thermal interactions are analyzed at once.

4. Entire model is assembled from the verified sub-models and interactions.

Cask body

Lid

Equivalent mass
of shock absorber

Equivalent mass
of shock absorber

Foundation
Puncture bar

Base plate

Refined area

Idealized
content
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Modeling Strategies Modeling Strategies (cont(cont’’d)d)

• Typically there are concurrent initial and boundary conditions.
Not obvious which combination of initial and boundary conditions leads to 
the most damaging load scenario

• Examples:
1. Rule: Conservative hard impact limiter causes highest stress in the cask body.

But during a slap-down drop test with non-conservative soft shock absorber,
a trunnion could hit the target resulting in even higher local cask stresses.

2. Rule: Minimum temperature causes conservatively high stress in the cask body.
But concerning leak tightness, the conservative maximum plastic deformation of 
the lid system would occur at maximum temperature.

Most Damaging Load Scenario

Slap-down drop test with an impact angle of 20°If parameters are chosen conservatively, it is not guaranteed that the load scenario 
as a whole is conservative.
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Modeling Strategies Modeling Strategies (cont(cont’’d)d)

Conservative Model vs. Representative Model
• Conservative boundary conditions should be chosen physically meaningful and 

realistic.
Conservative but non-realistic boundary conditions could result in 
erroneous cask loading.

• Example:
– Cask drop onto mathematically unyielding (conservatively hard) vs. yielding 

(real or deformable resp.) foundation 

Impact duration could be so much shortened in dynamic load scenarios by 
conservative conditions, that the load type could change, what is not intended.

Strain at inner side of cask bottom for 5 m drop onto an unyielding or real targetA representative load case together with an appropriate safety factor can 
potentially result in a more realistic cask load.

yielding target
– tension stress state

unyielding target
– shortened impact duration
– stress (or strain) increase
– alternating pressure/tension 

stress state
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Modeling Strategies Modeling Strategies (cont(cont’’d)d)

Accuracy and Safety Factors
• Safety factors are needed

– to find an upper load from representative (instead of conservative) calculations
– to consider uncertainties in calculations 

• When a cask test is planned:
– additionally pre-calculations of the test scenario should be carried out

minimum safety factors can be derived from a comparison of numerical and test 
results

• Probably the test will show effects which were not considered in pre-calculations 
because a real test is normally more complex than assumed.

– analysis and modeling of additional effects are part of post-calculations
after better understanding, safety factors could be reduced

• If experimental results are not available:
safety factors must be derived from similar analyses

• If technical standards define minimum safety factors:
– These safety factors are regularly applicable to normal but not accident loading conditions.

The use of safety factors for normal conditions under accident conditions would 
typically lead to a very conservative cask design.
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DiscretizationDiscretization

• Components meshed with finite elements
– approximation by finite elements converges to the correct analytical solution with mesh 

refinement in the absence of geometrical or physical singularities
no general rule about number of needed elements or element type

• Mesh not too fine: numerical effort increases
• Mesh not too coarse: e.g. in dynamic calculations, the mesh has the effect of a 

numerical low-pass filter for stress waves.
– cut-off-frequency of this filter decreases with increasing element size

high-frequency stress waves are not correctly transmitted ► stress peaks smear
differently fine meshes have different transmission behaviors
► stress waves are partly transmitted and reflected at inner surfaces

• Example: 1 m puncture drop test of a cylindrical cask onto a puncture bar

Finite Element Mesh
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Discretization Discretization (cont(cont’’d)d)

Time Integration
• Time integration can be implicit or explicit.

• Explicit time integration procedure is only conditionally stable (max. timestep limited)
– Finer mesh (smaller finite elements) results in a reduction of the timestep and in an 

increase of the total number of timesteps needed
Limit of explicit timestep ensures that the numerical solution is not only 
stable but also sufficiently accurate

• For implicit time integration, unconditionally stable time integration procedures can be 
constructed (e.g. Euler backward).

– Considerably bigger timesteps than for explicit procedures 
– Accuracy of the solution reduces with extension of the implicit timestep
– Computation of an implicit timestep is numerically more effortful than an explicit timestep 

due to the necessary inversion of the stiffness matrix.
For implicit time integration a compromise must be found between
efficiency (timestep as big as possible) and accuracy of the solution.

In practice implicit procedures are often not suitable for dynamic calculation of 
large models (particularly in connection with many numerical contacts).
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Material ModelingMaterial Modeling

Material Models and Parameters
• Material behavior must be translated into an appropriate material model with suitable 

material parameters.
– If model and parameters are found in literature, it must be clarified under which conditions 

they were measured.
– If non-standard materials are needed, the material parameters for an appropriate model 

must be measured independently in laboratory tests.

• For dynamic calculations, strain-rate dependent stress-strain curves (for given 
temperature) are often not available.

• Example: damping concrete modeled as crushable foam with isotropic hardening
(cf. simulation of displacement-controlled compression tests in Qiao et al., PATRAM 2013, Paper #127)

Damping concrete specimen 
before/after test
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Material Modeling Material Modeling (cont(cont’’d)d)

Simulation of Laboratory Tests
• The simulation of laboratory tests is sometimes necessary especially in case of 

dynamic investigations to separate specimen behavior and influences from test 
equipment.

• Example: standard testing machines usually begin to vibrate at dynamic tests with 
strain-rates above some 10/s 

oscillations in measured stress-strain curves occur and are not caused 
by constitutive behavior of specimen

strain

st
re

ss
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Initial and Boundary ConditionsInitial and Boundary Conditions

Test conditions
• Often the most damaging test conditions must be determined in pre-calculations.

• Example 1: Impact angle at beginning has important influence on test results in flat 
bottom drops of cubic containers (cf. Zencker et al., PATRAM 2010, Paper #220)

• Example 2: Influence of contact definition between cask and puncture bar at the 
puncture bar test (cf. Weber et al., PTSSRM 22 (2011), No. 3, pp. 148-153)

– the cask, simplified to a rigid ring, hits a deformable bar meshed with continuum elements
– friction coefficient affects strongly the deformation of the bar
– friction coefficient that leads to the correct barrel shaping is fixed as contact condition for 

following investigation of complete test scenario
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial and Boundary Conditions (cont(cont’’d)d)

Constructive Details

• Constructive details should be suitably simplified.

• Example: Gap between lid and cask body
– varies between individual casks from a minimum to a maximum value according to the 

manufacturing tolerances
► range from 0.2 mm to 0.6 mm investigated

• A very small gap has the effect of a tied contact:
– relative movement between lid and cask body disabled
– ovalization of the cask body near the lid significantly reduced

• Size of big gaps has no effect.
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Load ScenariosLoad Scenarios

5 m Drop of a Thin-Walled Steel Sheet Container
• Example for development of a FE model according to the discussed strategies

• Modeled components:
– side walls: shell elements
– pillars, corner fittings and lid bolts: solid elements 
– welding seams: simplified to tied contacts
– impact target: linear elastic material model (concrete with steel plate on top);

surrounded by non-reflecting boundaries
– container: elastic-plastic material model

FE model is suitable to describe the mechanical behavior of a box-shaped steel 
sheet container during a flat bottom drop test.

cf. Protz el al., 
INMM 53rd 
Annual Meeting, 
Paper #7939, 
Orlando,
July 15-19, 2012
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ConclusionsConclusions

• Development of reliable FE models requires subdivision into sub-models and 
interactions between these sub-models, each extensively tested.

• Pre-calculations (parameter studies) necessary to determine appropriate initial and 
boundary conditions.

• If parameters are chosen conservatively, it is not guaranteed that the load scenario as a 
whole is conservative. 

• A representative load case together with an appropriate safety factor can potentially 
result in a more realistic cask load.

• For dynamic calculations, strain-rate and temperature dependent stress-strain curves 
are often not available. Measurements required.

• In dynamic calculations, the mesh has the effect of a numerical low-pass filter for stress 
waves. Appropriate meshing required.

Thank you for your attention.
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